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ABSTRACT
We report NuSTAR and Chandra observations of two X-ray transients, SWIFT J174540.7−290015
(T15) and SWIFT J174540.2−290037 (T37), which were discovered by the Neil Gehrels Swift Observa-
tory in 2016 within r ∼ 1 pc of Sgr A*. NuSTAR detected bright X-ray outbursts from T15 and T37,
likely in the soft and hard states, with 3–79 keV luminosities of 8× 1036 and 3× 1037 erg s−1, respec-
tively. No X-ray outbursts have previously been detected from the two transients and our Chandra
ACIS analysis puts an upper limit of LX <∼ 2× 10
31 erg s−1 on their quiescent 2–8 keV luminosities.
No pulsations, significant QPOs, or type I X-ray bursts were detected in the NuSTAR data. While
T15 exhibited no significant red noise, the T37 power density spectra are well characterized by three
Lorentzian components. The declining variability of T37 above ν ∼ 10 Hz is typical of black hole
(BH) transients in the hard state. NuSTAR spectra of both transients exhibit a thermal disk black-
body, X-ray reflection with broadened Fe atomic features, and a continuum component well described
by Comptonization models. Their X-ray reflection spectra are most consistent with high BH spin
(a∗ >∼ 0.9) and large disk density (ne ∼ 10
21 cm−3). Based on the best-fit ionization parameters and
disk densities, we found that X-ray reflection occurred near the inner disk radius, which was derived
from the relativistic broadening and thermal disk component. These X-ray characteristics suggest the
outbursting BH-LMXB scenario for both transients and yield the first BH spin measurements from
X-ray transients in the central 100 parsec region.
Keywords: Galaxy: center —- X-rays: binaries — X-rays: bursts
1. INTRODUCTION
The recent discovery of a dozen quiescent X-ray bi-
naries (XRBs) within a parsec of Sgr A* (Hailey et al.
2018) confirmed the fundamental prediction that a
density cusp of compact objects exists near a super-
massive BH (Bahcall & Wolf 1976, 1977; Morris 1993;
Miralda-Escudé & Gould 2000). The properties of these
XRBs and their luminosity function point to a large
population of hundreds of LMXBs in the central par-
sec. The high concentration of LMXBs is in contrast
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to the larger spatial extent of the magnetic cataclysmic
variable (CV) population over the central 10 pc re-
gion (Perez et al. 2015; Hailey et al. 2016; Hong et al.
2016; Zhu et al. 2018). Earlier X-ray observations also
suggested an overabundance of X-ray transients, with
occasional outbursts from black hole (BH) and neu-
tron star (NS) LMXBs, lasting for weeks to months,
in the central parsec (Muno et al. 2005). Detecting
more X-ray transients and identifying XRBs in quies-
cence are important for testing some theoretical predic-
tions of the BH/NS population and XRB formation in
the GC (Generozov et al. 2018; Szölgyén & Kocsis 2018;
Baumgardt et al. 2018; Panamarev et al. 2019).
Since 2006 February, daily Swift monitoring of a
25′×25′ region around Sgr A* (except when the GC is
not visible from November to February annually), has re-
sulted in the detection of a dozen X-ray transients within
∼ 20 pc of the GC (Degenaar et al. 2015), including a
new transient magnetar (Mori et al. 2013; Kennea et al.
2013). Some of the X-ray transients have been iden-
tified as NS-LMXBs (e.g., AX J1745.6−2901) with the
detection of type I X-ray bursts (Degenaar et al. 2012).
A subclass of X-ray transients called very faint X-ray
transients (VFXTs), with peak X-ray luminosity below
1036 erg s−1, was also revealed by the Swift monitoring
program, although its nature is not fully understood.
In 2016, Swift detected two new X-ray tran-
sients, Swift J174540.7−290015 (T15) and
Swift J174540.2−290037 (T37), within 1 pc from
Sgr A*. NuSTAR performed Target of Opportunity
(ToO) observations to characterize these X-ray transients
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within <∼ 2 weeks of the Swift detections. NuSTAR,
with its broad (3–79 keV) energy band, 10µsec timing
resolution, and minimal deadtime effects, is ideal for
studying and identifying bright X-ray transients. With
sub-arcminute angular resolution, NuSTAR was able to
resolve the X-ray transients from other bright sources
in the GC, including the nearby outbursting NS-LMXB
AX J1745.6−2901 (Ponti et al. 2018).
This paper presents NuSTAR, Chandra, and Swift ob-
servations of the two X-ray transients that were con-
ducted in 2016, and demonstrates how these follow-up X-
ray observations can help us infer the nature of transient
XRBs in the crowded GC region. We begin by reporting
the X-ray observations of the two X-ray transients (§2).
We describe NuSTAR spectral and timing analyses in §3
and §4, respectively. Then, in §5, we present the Chan-
dra data of the 2016 transients during the outbursts and
in quiescence. Finally, we summarize our results and dis-
cuss the nature of the transients in §6. Throughout the
paper, we assume a distance to the GC of 8 kpc (Reid
1993; Camarillo et al. 2018).
2. X-RAY OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
On 2016 February 6, after Swift resumed the daily
GC monitoring program following its hiatus due to the
solar constraint window, an X-ray transient dubbed
Swift J174540.7−290015 (T15 hereafter) was discovered
∼16′′ north of Sgr A* (Reynolds et al. 2016). Follow-
up Chandra observations on 2016 February 13–14 local-
ized T15 at RA = 17:45:40.664±0.3433′′ and DEC =
−29:00:15.61±0.3263′′ and confirmed it as a new X-ray
transient (Baganoff et al. 2016). T15 was also observed
by XMM-Newton on 2016 February 26 and by INTE-
GRAL/IBIS on 2016 February 11. A detailed analysis of
those observations, as well as GROND IR data and VLA
radio observations, can be found in Ponti et al. (2016b).
All X-ray observations of the two Swift transients are
summarized in Table 1. The exact start date of the T15
outburst is unknown, but it occurred sometime between
2015 November 2 and 2016 February 6 (when the GC
was outside the Swift visibility window).
On 2016 May 28, while T15 was still in out-
burst, Swift discovered another new transient,
Swift J174540.2−290037 (T37 hereafter), at RA =
17:45:40.60 and DEC = −29:00:36.4 (J2000) with an
uncertainty of 3.5′′ (90% C.L.), ∼10′′ south of Sgr A*
(Degenaar et al. 2016). (Note that we determined the
more accurate position of T37 using the Chandra obser-
vation data (see §2.3)). T37 remained bright for about
one month, during which the NuSTAR observation took
place; subsequently, the X-ray flux rapidly decayed,
as evidenced by two Chandra observations that were
performed later. Neither of the X-ray transients has a
counterpart in the Chandra X-ray source catalogs of
Muno et al. (2009) and Zhu et al. (2018).
2.1. Swift observations and lightcurves
We analyzed all Swift/XRT observations obtained in
the Photon Counting (PC) mode from 2016 February 6
to 2016 October 1. Source photons of T15 and T37 were
extracted using an r = 15–40′′ annulus around the Chan-
dra position to avoid pile-up. Note that the extraction
region is much larger than the detector pixel size of 2.36′′.
For T37, we excluded the annular half closest to T15 to
avoid contamination. Background count rates were cal-
culated from a nearby source-free region. As a result of
excising a large part of the PSF, we ended up collecting
∼ 20% and∼ 10% of the source photons for T15 and T37,
respectively13. In addition, both the PSF and dust scat-
tering halo profile are subject to large errors at r >∼ 20
′′.
These systematic effects can lead to some uncertainty in
the absolute X-ray flux measurements based solely on
Swift/XRT data. Indeed, we found that the Swift XRT
fluxes were lower than those of NuSTAR by ∼ 20% in
the 3–10 keV band. Nevertheless, as Ponti et al. (2016b)
presented for T15, daily Swift/XRT data are useful for
studying the time evolution of the transients. Hence,
we limited our usage of Swift/XRT data to constructing
X-ray lightcurves.
Figure 1 shows 2–10 keV Swift/XRT net count rates of
the two transients. The T15 outburst lasted for at least
∼ 50 days after its initial detection by Swift . Note that
the duration of the T15 outburst could have been longer
by up to 3 months, since the GC was not visible to Swift
from the beginning of 2015 November. The Swift/XRT
count rate of T15 stayed high at ∼ 0.15–0.3 ct s−1 before
it started decaying in mid 2016 March. T15 remained
well above the background level until the T37 outburst
began on 2016 May 28. On the other hand, the T37
lightcurve is characterized by a fast rise to the peak ∼ 2
weeks after the onset of the outburst and an exponential
decay over ∼ 30 days. NuSTAR observed T37 as the
outburst was approaching its peak. The duration of the
T37 outburst (∼ 30 days) was shorter than that of T15
( >∼ 50 days).
2.2. NuSTAR observations
NuSTAR is composed of a pair of co-aligned high-
energy X-ray focusing telescopes with focal plane mod-
ules FPMA and FPMB, which have an imaging resolu-
tion of 18′′ FWHM over a range of 3–79 keV and a char-
acteristic 400 eV FWHM spectral resolution at 10 keV
(Harrison et al. 2013). The absolute and relative timing
accuracy of NuSTAR, after correcting for on-board clock
drift, are 3 msec and 10 µsec, respectively (Madsen et al.
2015).
On 2016 February 22, 16 days after the first Swift de-
tection of the T15 outburst, a 34 ks NuSTAR ToO ob-
servation was performed. A 49 ks NuSTAR ToO obser-
vation of T37 was obtained on 2016 June 9, 11 days after
the onset of the T37 outburst. The NuSTAR data of the
two transients were reduced using NUSTARDAS v1.7.1.
During the NuSTAR observations, emission from the
two transients was dominant over background and other
X-ray sources in the GC. Figure 2 shows NuSTAR 3–
79 keV images from the February and June 2016 observa-
tions. During the February 2016 observation, NuSTAR
detected two transients, T15 and AX J1745.6−2901.
During the June 2016 observation, T37 was by far the
brightest X-ray source in the GC, whereas X-ray emis-
sion from T15 and AX J1745.6−2901 had decayed signif-
icantly; thus they are invisible in the NuSTAR images.
Source photons extracted from a r = 30′′ circle (HPD)
around the Chandra position give NuSTAR 3–79 keV
13 In-flight calibration document
on the Swift/XRT PSF available at
https://www.swift.ac.uk/analysis/xrt/files/Moretti_spie_xrtpsf2005.pdf
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Figure 1. Swift 2–10 keV lightcurves of T15 (left) and T37 (right) with 1-σ statistical errors on the net counts. For T15, Swift XRT net
count rates were calculated by extracting source counts from a r = 15–40′′ annular region around the Chandra position and subtracting
background counts from a source-free region of equivalent size. For T37, a similar annulus was used for extracting source photons but
with the half closest to T15 removed from the region to avoid contamination from T15. The NuSTAR and Chandra observation dates are
indicated by arrows. Note that the lightcurve of T15 is shown from 2016 February 6, when the Swift monitoring of the GC resumed, to
2016 May 27, when the T37 outburst began.
Table 1
Timeline of the two transients and X-ray observations in 2016
Date ObsID Target Telescope Exposure [ksec] Comments
2016 Feb 6 00092201197 T15 Swift/XRT 1 The first detection of the T15 outburst
2016 Feb 11 13200010001 T15 INTEGRAL/IBIS 10.8
2016 Feb 13 18055 T15 Chandra 22.7
2016 Feb 14 18056 T15 Chandra 21.8
2016 Feb 22 90101022002 T15 NuSTAR 34
2016 Feb 26 0790180401 T15 XMM-Newton 35
2016 May 28 00092236057 T37 Swift/XRT 0.9 The onset of the T37 outburst
2016 Jun 9 90201026002 T37 NuSTAR 49
2016 Jul 12 18731 T37 Chandra 78.4
2016 Jul 18 18732 T37 Chandra 76.6
count rates of 6.07/6.10 ct s−1 for T15 and 13.2/12.6
(FPMA/FPMB) ct s−1 for T37.
2.3. Chandra observations
Chandra observations of T15 were performed on 2016
February 13 and 14 for 25 ks each, ∼ 9 days prior to
the NuSTAR observation, with ACIS-S operating in the
1/8-subarray mode. T37 was observed, also in the 1/8-
subarray mode, on 2016 July 12 and 18 for 78.4 and 76.6
ks, respectively, ∼ 33–39 days after the NuSTAR ob-
servation. The Chandra observations localized the two
transients to better than 1′′ accuracy and the source ra-
dial profiles were used to determine the dust scattering
parameters for T15 (Corrales et al. 2017). After register-
ing the magnetar SGR J1745−2900 to its radio position,
we determined the T37 position at RA = 17:45:40.42 and
DEC = -29:00:45.93 (J2000) with an uncertainty of 0.42′′
(95% C.L.), using the formula in Hong et al. (2005). The
Chandra position is offset from the reported Swift/XRT
and UVOT positions by ∼ 9′′ and ∼ 3′′, respectively.
3. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we present our spectral analysis of the
two X-ray transients from the NuSTAR observations. Af-
ter describing our NuSTAR data reduction in §3.1, We
introduce various spectral models in §3.2 and present
spectral fitting to 3–79 keV NuSTAR spectra in §3.3.
3.1. Data reduction
For both transients, we extracted NuSTAR source
spectra from a 30′′ circular region. We generated
response matrices and ancillary response files using
nuproducts. We generated background spectra for each
transient differently as we describe below. All spectra
were grouped with a minimum of 30 counts per bin and
fitted using XSPEC (v12.9.1). For both transients, as
described below, the source spectra dominate the back-
ground over the entire 3-79 keV NuSTAR energy band.
T15: We extracted NuSTAR background spectra for
T15 from an earlier NuSTAR observation, dated 2014
July 4th (ObsID: 30001002010), which preceded the 2016
outbursts of T15 and T37. These background spec-
tra may be subject to contamination from the nearby
NS-LMXB AX J1745.6−2901. While T15 and AX
J1745.6−2901were well resolved by NuSTAR as shown in
Figure 2, we estimated the level of contamination from
AX J1745.6−2901 in the following manner: First, we
extracted NuSTAR spectra of AX J1745.6−2901 from
the 2014 July and 2016 February NuSTAR observations.
By fitting the NuSTAR spectra of AX J1745.6−2901, we
characterized their spectral shapes and measured the flux
variation between the two NuSTAR observations. Then,
using the NuSTAR PSF file, we computed the fraction of
X-ray photons from AX J1745.6−2901 within the source
extraction circle around T15. We scaled the extracted
4 Mori et al.
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Figure 2. NuSTAR FPMA 3–79 keV images from the February (left) and June (right) 2016 observations. In the left image, solid and
dashed circles (with a 30′′ radius) in green indicate T15 and AX J1745.6−2901, respectively. In the right image, a solid green circle (with
a 30′′ radius) shows the location of T37 whose X-ray emission dominated over T15 and AX J1745.6−2901 (which are indicated in dashed
green circles). The location of Sgr A* is indicated by a white cross near the center of the images.
NuSTAR background spectra by taking into account the
NuSTAR flux variation and PSF fraction to reflect the
time variability of AX J1745.6−2901. As a result, we
found that the scaled background spectra were negligi-
ble (< 2%) compared to the T15 source spectra.
T37: To avoid contamination from both T15 and AX
J1745.6−2901, we extracted background spectra from
the 2016 February NuSTAR observation, preceding the
onset of the T37 outburst. The extracted background
spectra were scaled to reflect the change in the T15 flux
(as shown in the left panel of Figure 1); the scaling was
determined by comparing the Swift/XRT observations si-
multaneous with the two NuSTAR observations. We uti-
lized Swift/XRT data since T15 and AX J1745.6−2901
are not visible in the NuSTAR image (in the right panel
of Figure 2), because the brightness of T37 dominated
over other X-ray sources. We found that the contamina-
tion level from T15 and AX J1745.6−2901 contributed
less than 3% of the T37 source spectra.
3.2. Spectral models
Before we present our spectral fitting results in §3.3,
below we describe our spectral models for clarity. All
the model components we used for spectral fitting are
available in XSPEC.
3.2.1. Photo-absorption and dust scattering
Photo-absorption and dust scattering in the high den-
sity environment around the GC can affect X-ray source
spectra significantly. Neutral hydrogen absorption was
fitted with the tbabs model using the abundances of
Wilms et al. (2000). To account for the effects of dust
scattering, we applied a spectral model developed by
Jin et al. (2017). This multiplicative model (hereafter
dust), with parameters such as grain sizes and types, col-
umn densities and distances of dust layers, was uniquely
determined by fitting the Chandra radial profiles of T15.
The model requires a foreground dust layer in the spi-
ral arms a few kpc away from the GC with NH ∼
1.7× 1023 cm−2 (Jin et al. 2018). The column density is
consistent with another independent study based on T15
(Corrales et al. 2017). The dust model was then con-
structed for each of the two transients and each source
extraction region. All spectral models described below
are multiplied by the model components tbabs and dust.
3.2.2. Phenomenological models
In order to characterize the overall spectral shapes,
measure X-ray fluxes, and assess the presence of (broad)
Fe emission lines for X-ray transients, we first fit phe-
nomenological models composed of power-law, black-
body, thermal disk, and gaussian line components. X-
ray transient spectra are usually characterized by ther-
mal (kT . 1 keV) and non-thermal continuum compo-
nents accompanied by broad Fe emission lines or absorp-
tion features at E = 5–10 keV. diskbb represents multi-
temperature thermal emission from the accretion disk,
while the blackbody model is used for thermal emis-
sion from a NS surface or boundary layer (Lin et al.
2007). Fitting a gaussian line determines the Fe line
centroid, equivalent width and line profile. The pho-
ton index from a power-law model fit can help ascer-
tain whether the transient is in the low/hard, high/soft,
or intermediate state. Our baseline phenomenological
models are diskbb+powerlaw+gaussian for a BH tran-
sient, while a blackbody bbodyrad component is added
for the NS transient case. We also replaced gaussian
by the diskline or kerrdisk model to characterize the
Fe line features, as they are capable of modelling an
(asymmetric) line profile from a relativistic accretion disk
(Fabian et al. 1989).
3.2.3. Multi-component spectral models with thermal disk,
Comptonization and X-ray reflection
Three common features are usually observed in X-ray
transient spectra, whether they contain a NS or BH, in
nearly all outburst states: (1) thermal emission from an
accretion disk, (2) Comptonization by a hot corona, and
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(3) X-ray reflection off the disk. Thermal emission from
the accretion disk is modeled with a superposition of
multi-temperature blackbody emissions, with the tem-
perature increasing towards the inner edge of the disk
(Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). While diskbb is commonly
used, several spectral models have fully implemented the
relativistic effects around a spinning BH, e.g. kerrbb
(Li et al. 2005), bhspec (Davis et al. 2005), and a com-
bination of both called kerrbb2 (McClintock et al. 2006)
in XSPEC.
Some of the thermal photons, originating either from
the accretion disk or NS surface, may be up-scattered by
energetic electrons in a hot corona that forms over the
compact object and/or inner regions of the disk, resulting
in a power-law-like spectrum. nthcomp is a widely-used
model that depicts the Comptonization in a hot corona of
seed photons emitted by the accretion disk (Życki et al.
1999).
X-ray photons scattered in the corona can illuminate
the disk and be reflected into our line of sight, result-
ing in a Compton scattering hump, emission lines and
absorption edges. reflionx self-consistently models X-
ray reflection spectra by taking into account the tem-
perature gradient and the ionization states in the ac-
cretion disk (Ross & Fabian 2005). reflionx produces
a model X-ray reflection spectrum averaged over incli-
nation angles and assumes for the illuminating source
a power-law spectrum with an exponential cutoff and a
folding energy fixed at 300 keV. reflionx is suitable
for modelling X-ray reflection in an accretion disk at a
large distance from the compact object, where the rela-
tivistic effects are negligible. Recently, the reflionx_hd
model was developed for higher density accretion disks
(n > 1015 cm−3), as disk density significantly impacts
spectral shape and measured Fe abundance (Garćıa et al.
2016; Tomsick et al. 2018; Jiang et al. 2019).
In many X-ray transients or XRBs, both the thermal
disk emission and reflected X-ray photons are subject to
relativistic broadening near the central compact object.
Broadened Fe emission lines and absorption edges at
E ≈ 5–10 keV are frequently observed in X-ray transient
spectra and can be used to constrain fundamental pa-
rameters, such as BH spin. One can account for the rela-
tivistic effects by convolving reflionxwith a broadening
function, such as relconv or kdblurr, which includes the
Kerr metric around a spinning BH (Dauser et al. 2010).
The relconv convolution function has been applied to
test whether relativistic broadening is important.
Besides the combination of relconv and reflionx,
another class of relativistic X-ray reflection models,
relxill, also allows us to measure fundamental param-
eters such as BH spin and the inner accretion disk ra-
dius. relxill ray-traces all reflected X-ray photons from
the disk while taking into account all relativistic effects
(Garćıa et al. 2014). The relxill model family offers
several options for illuminating source spectra (relxill
or relxillCpmodels for a broken power-law or nthcomp
Comptonization input spectrum, respectively), location
(relxilllp for a lamp post geometry of the corona),
or both (relxilllpCp for a Comptonized illuminating
spectrum with the lamp-post geometry).
Here we define several baseline models for
fitting the X-ray transient spectra. First,
we fit both diskbb+nthcomp+reflionx and
diskbb+nthcomp+relconv*reflionx models to in-
vestigate whether the relativistic broadening is required.
For self-consistency, we link several common parameters
between the different model components – e.g., disk
temperature between diskbb and nthcomp; power-law
index between nthcomp and reflionx. We also use
reflionx_hd for the high density accretion disk when
Fe abundance fits to an unreasonably high value above
AFe ∼ 5.
In contrast to the relxill models,
relconv*reflionx_hd is not fully self-consistent
since reflionx_hd assumes a slab-like optically-thick
atmosphere with constant density (Ross & Fabian 2005).
In reality, X-ray emission comes from an extended ac-
cretion disk, and its density should vary over distance
from the central compact object (Svensson & Zdziarski
1994). Instead, our usage of reflionx_hd assumes
that X-rays are reflected from a single layer at certain
distance (which we dub photo-ionization radius Rion
hereafter). Therefore, we performed a sanity check
for self-consistency of the parameters determined from
fitting the relconv*reflionx_hdmodel in the following
way.
In reflionx_hd, the ionization parameter is defined
as ξ ≡ 4πFn , where F is the total illuminating flux and
n is the hydrogen number density. Assuming that an
illuminating source (e.g. a hot corona) emits X-ray pho-
tons isotropically, ξ = L
nR2
ion
, where L is the illuminating
luminosity. Since ξ, L and n are determined from our
spectral fitting, one can derive the photo-ionization ra-
dius: Rion = (L/nξ)
1/2. reflionx_hd quotes electron
density (ne), which is close to n, since the accretion disk
is believed to be predominantly composed of hydrogen.
On the other hand, the relativistic broadening function
relconv outputs the inner radii (Rin) of the accretion
disk. Since X-ray reflection should take place in the ac-
cretion disk, we impose Rion >∼ Rin as a necessary con-
dition for self-consistency of the model, assuming that
the illuminating X-ray source (i.e. hot corona) is located
above the central compact object. In §3.4 and §3.5, we
examine our fitting results by comparing Rin and Rion.
3.3. Spectral fitting
In this section, we present our spectral fitting results
for the models described above. For joint spectral fit-
ting, we applied cross-normalization constants between
NuSTAR module A and B. All errors quoted in the fol-
lowing sections correspond to 90% confidence levels. For
the phenomenological models, we used the error com-
mand in XSPEC.
For the self-consistent models, we found the conven-
tional XSPEC error command to be impractical for
calculating errors due to the large number and degen-
eracy of the parameters in these models. We instead
used the chain command in XSPEC. This command
runs a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm
to compute the posterior probability distributions for
each parameter. Errors are calculated by taking the
central 90% of the sorted values of each parameter in
the chain(s), the distribution of which matches the pos-
terior probability distribution of each parameter. We
chose to use the Goodman–Weare MCMC sampling algo-
6 Mori et al.
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Figure 3. 3–79 keV unfolded NuSTAR spectra of T15 fit with a power-law model (top left), diskbb+bbodyrad+powerlaw+gaussian (top
right), diskbb+nthcomp+relconv*reflionx (bottom left) and diskbb+nthcomp+relconv*reflionx hd model (bottom right). In each panel,
the residuals are shown on the bottom. NuSTAR FPMA and FPMB spectra are shown in black and red, respectively.
rithm (Goodman & Weare 2010) as it is affine invariant
(i.e. its performance is not affected by the degeneracy of
the parameters of interest), making it well suited for our
purposes. For all models, we first found the best-fitting
parameters using the conventional fit command, then
initialized the algorithm with 40 walkers and specified a
chain length of 10, 000. We ignored, or “burned,” the first
1,000 steps (3,000 steps for the T37 reflionx_hdmodel)
in order to avoid biasing the distribution with parame-
ter values calculated before the chain reached a steady
state. We repeated the chain calculation five times, for
a total of 50,000 stored steps. We found that this num-
ber of elements was sufficient to reach a Rubin-Gelman
criterion < 1.1 for each parameter, implying a high con-
fidence in convergence for each parameter (Verde et al.
2003). For a more in-depth discussion of MCMC analysis
in X-ray spectroscopy, see, e.g., Reynolds et al. (2012) or
Steiner & McClintock (2012).
3.4. T15
We fit the 3–79 keV NuSTAR FPMA and FPMB spec-
tra. We froze the hydrogen column density to the value
(NH = 17×10
22 cm−2), which was determined by fitting
the dust scattering halo profile of T15 (Corrales et al.
2017). See Figure 3 for the NuSTAR spectra of T15 fit
with the four models described below and Table 2 for the
fitting results. In general, we found that the flux normal-
ization difference between the FPMA and FPMB spec-
tra, as calculated by the const model, was about 5%14.
An absorbed power-law or diskbb+powerlaw model fit
results in large χ2ν values of 5.92 or 2.95, respectively,
with significant residuals throughout the spectra (e.g.,
the top-left panel of Figure 3). Adding a blackbody com-
ponent with the best-fit kT = 1.3 keV greatly improves
the spectral fit (χ2ν = 1.1 for 1326 dof), but a broad
emission-like feature centered at E ∼8 keV still remains.
A gaussian line component fits the 8 keV residuals well
at the centroid energy E = 7.90 ± 0.07 keV, with σ =
0.76+0.17
−0.13 [keV] and equivalent width (EW) = 0.22 keV
(see upper right panel in Figure 3). The emission feature
at E ∼ 8 keV appears to be an artifact of fitting a sin-
gle gaussian component to the complex Fe features since
its centroid is higher than the typical Fe line energies
at 6.4–6.9 keV. The diskbb+bbodyrad+powerlaw+gauss
model yields an excellent overall fit with χ2ν = 0.98 (1322
dof; Table 2). Both the thermal disk and blackbody
components are required to fit the low-energy spectra at
E <∼ 5 keV. The best-fit blackbody radius 3.2 ± 0.2 km
at the GC distance (8 kpc) is smaller than the canonical
14 Within the typical range for NuSTAR spectra
(https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nustar/nustar_faq.html#coadd_spectra).
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NS radius (∼ 10 km), but the blackbody radiation may
be emitted from hot spots on a NS surface or bound-
ary layer (Lin et al. 2007). Otherwise, we note that
Tomsick et al. (2018) found a blackbody component with
higher temperature (0.7 keV) than the inner disk tem-
perature (0.3–0.4 keV) in the NuSTAR spectra of BH-
HMXB Cygnus X-1 during the intermediate state.
We replaced the power-law component with the more
realistic Comptonization model nthcomp, and the gaus-
sian line by reflionx (without relativistic broadening).
We retained the diskbb and/or bbodyrad models to ac-
count for the thermal emission in the low-energy band.
For self-consistency, the power-law photon indices in
reflionx and nthcomp are linked. This non-relativistic
model (diskbb+nthcomp+reflionx) resulted in a poor
fit (χ2ν = 1.80 for 1324 dof), as well as an extremely high
Fe abundance of AFe = 20± 3.
We then convolved the reflection component with
relconv to smear out the X-ray spectra, in order
to account for the relativistic broadening that oc-
curs around a spinning BH (Garćıa et al. 2014). We
fixed NH to the value (1.7 × 10
23 cm−2) measured
from the dust scattering study (Jin et al. 2017). This
diskbb+nthcomp+relconv*reflionx model improved
the fit significantly, with χ2ν = 1.08 (1321 dof), without
the blackbody component required in the phenomenolog-
ical models. AFe is well constrained to a very high value
at 5.0+2.1
−0.5. Using this model, we found that the appar-
ent 8 keV emission bump is due to two relativistically
smeared photo-absorption edges of neutral and highly-
ionized Fe at E ∼ 7 and ∼ 9 keV, respectively. The
inclination angle is also well constrained to i = 65.◦7+0.
◦
5
−1.◦4
.
Other X-ray transients with similarly high inclination
angles have exhibited smeared Fe absorption edges or
lines from accretion disk winds (Ponti et al. 2012, 2016a).
The high inclination angle also accounts for the rela-
tively large contribution of the X-ray reflection compo-
nent compared to that of the corona, as shown in the
lower panels of Figure 3. The inner radius of the accre-
tion disk Rin is fit to 1.2
+0.2
−0.1RISCO, where RISCO is the
radius of the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) for
a spinning BH.
We then replaced reflionx with its high density ver-
sion, reflionx_hd, which allows the accretion disk elec-
tron density (ne) to vary from 10
15 up to 1022 cm−3
while fixing AFe = 1. The best-fit model, with χ
2
ν = 1.01
(1321 dof), yielded ne = (1.0
+9.0
−0.2)×10
21 cm−3 (see Table
2 and the bottom right panel of Figure 4). The small in-
ner disk radius (Rin = 1.3
+0.3
−0.2RISCO) as well as the high
BH spin value (a∗ = 0.94
+0.03
−0.10) are required to smear
out the Fe absorption edges. Given the best-fit ioniza-
tion parameter (ξ = 2.1× 103 [erg cm s−1]) and disk den-
sity (ne = 1 × 10
21 [cm−3]), we calculated the photo-
ionization radius, defined earlier as Rion = (L/nξ)
1/2.
Using the bolometric (0.01–200 keV) luminosity of the
Comptonization plus reflection model components as the
illuminating luminosity (= 1.4×1037 erg s−1), we derived
Rion = 26 [km]. This is compatible with the inner disk
radius of Rin ∼ 40 [km], using the best-fit BH spin value
and assuming a BH mass of 10M⊙, given the statistical
errors and some unknown parameters (e.g., BH mass).
We found that higher electron densities up to 1022 cm−3
(i.e. the maximum value allowed in reflionx_hd) fit the
NuSTAR spectra equally well. However, they lead to
Rion values that are much smaller than Rin, thus we do
not consider higher density values plausible. In addition,
the flux normalization of diskbb yielded Rin ∼ 60 km,
which is also consistent with the inner disk radius. We
note that inner-disk radii from diskbb fits may vary
by up to ∼ 50 %, depending on several uncertainties,
e.g. spectral hardening (Merloni et al. 2000); however,
these correction factors are not well-determined from our
NuSTAR spectra due to the lack of low energy coverage
below 3 keV. Hence, we conclude that the model pa-
rameters are self-consistent with each other. We also fit
another fully-relativistic model diskbb+relxillCp and
its variations to the T15 spectra. However, the Fe abun-
dance fit to an extremely high value of AFe ∼ 10 for
all flavors of relxill, including the high density ver-
sion relxillD, which should reduce AFe
15. Due to the
unphysically high Fe abundance values associated with
relxill fitting, we consider the fit results using the
relconv*reflionx model more viable.
In summary, we conclude that
diskbb+nthcomp+relconv*reflionx_hd is the most
plausible model, for several reasons. The higher accre-
tion disk density of 1 × 1021 [cm−3] fits the T15 spectra
better, with a lower reduced χ2 value (1.01 with 1321
dof), likely because the reflionx_hdmodel accounts for
the excess free-free emission from the dense disk, leading
to fewer residuals in the soft part of the spectrum. This
model does not require the high Fe abundance (AFe = 5)
that the reflionx model yielded. The small Rin value
(1.3 RISCO) indicates that the accretion disk is extended
inward, close to the BH. The small inner disk radius is
also consistent with the flux normalization of diskbb,
as well as with the photo-ionization radius determined
from the best-fit parameters of the reflionx_hd model.
The dominant thermal disk component below ∼ 5 keV,
the soft photon index (Γ ≈ 2), and the small inner disk
radius suggest that T15 was observed in the soft state.
3.5. T37
We jointly fit the 3–79 keV NuSTAR FPMA and
FPMB spectra. See Figure 4 for the NuSTAR spectra
of T37 fit with the four models described below and
Table 3 for the fitting results. The best-fit flux nor-
malization factors were consistent between the FPMA
and FPMB spectra within less than 1%. An absorbed
power-law model yielded Γ = 1.6 with χ2ν of 2.09 (2445
dof). A prominent, asymmetric Fe emission feature
with a red wing, centered around E = 6.5 keV, was
evident in the residuals (see upper left panel in Fig-
ure 4). Adding diskbb and gauss components signif-
icantly improved the fit (χ2ν of 1.12 for 2440 dof; see
upper right panel in Figure 4). The best-fit photon in-
dex was Γ = 1.51 ± 0.005. The inner disk temperature
was 1.41± 0.05 keV. The gaussian model fit to a broad
Fe line at E = 6.45 ± 0.02 keV, σ = 0.51 ± 0.03 keV
and EW = 0.18 keV. However, some residuals remained
around 5–8 keV due to the asymmetric Fe line profile.
Replacing the gaussian component with the relativistic
15 Note that we used a preliminary version of the relxillD model
which is still under development (Garćıa et al. 2019).
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Table 2
Spectral fitting results of T15
Parameter powerlaw+diskbb+bbodyrad+gauss nthcomp+diskbb+relconv*reflionx nthcomp+diskbb+relconv*reflionx hda
NH [10
22 cm−2] 17 (frozen) 17 (frozen) 17 (frozen)
Γ 1.87± 0.03 2.00+0.01
−0.02 1.85
+0.03
−0.02
kTin [keV] 0.53± 0.02 0.681 ± 0.002 0.53± 0.01
kTbbodyrad [keV] 1.22± 0.04 - -
Npl or Nnthcomp 0.11± 0.01 0.037 ± 0.008 0.014
+0.002
−0.004
Ndiskbb (5.4
+0.9
−0.7)× 10
3 (6.2± 0.1)× 102 (2.8+0.5
−0.4)× 10
3
Nbbodyrad 14.7
+2.3
−1.6 - -
Eline [keV] 7.9± 0.1 - -
σline [keV] 0.7± 0.2 - -
EWline [keV] 0.21 - -
Rin [RISCO] - 1.2
+0.1
−0.2 1.3
+0.4
−0.2
BH spin a∗ - > 0.985 0.94
+0.03
−0.10
Inclination angle [◦] - 65.7+0.5
−1.3 64.2
+0.9
−1.6
Ionization parameter log(ξ) - 3.77+0.04
−0.02 3.32± 0.02
Electron density ne [cm−3] - - (1.0
+9.0
−0.2)× 10
21b
AFe - 5.0
+2.1
−0.5 1 (frozen)
Funabs (3–79 keV) 1.23× 10
−9 1.14× 10−9 1.17× 10−9
χ2
ν
(dof) 0.98 (1322) 1.08 (1321) 1.01 (1321)
Note. — All models were multiplied by const*tbabs*dust. All error bars are quoted for 90% confidence level. The given fluxes are in units of
erg cm−2 s−1.
a The reflionx hd model assumes AFe = 1.
b The upper limit of the electron density reached the maximum value (ne = 1022 cm−3) allowed in the reflionx hd model.
emission line kerrdisk model resulted in a better fit of
the Fe line residuals (χ2ν = 1.05 for 2438 dof), with the
line centroid at E = 6.90±0.11 keV and EW = 0.25 keV.
We proceeded to fit the spectra with our non-
relativistic diskbb+nthcomp+reflionx model. This
model did not fit the data particularly well (χ2ν =
1.22 for 2439 dof), leaving distinct residuals be-
tween 4–7 keV and yielding an Fe abundance of
AFe = 2.0
+0.5
−0.3. We smeared out the reflection com-
ponent by convolving reflionx with relconv. The
diskbb+nthcomp+relconv*reflionx model yielded an
improved fit around the Fe line features, with χ2ν = 1.04
(2437 dof), as shown in the lower left panel of Figure 4.
The photon index (Γ = 1.66±0.01) and inclination angle
(28◦±2◦) were well constrained. Unlike T15, the smaller
inclination angle indicates that fitting the prominent
emission Fe lines favors a more face-on viewing angle.
The inner disk radius (Rin = 3.9RISCO) is larger than
those of T15. However, we found this model problematic
since the Fe abundance increased to AFe = 6.7± 1.3.
Following the T15 spectral analysis, we replaced
reflionx by the reflionx_hd model. Fitting with the
high density reflection model yielded the best-fit disk
density of ne = (7.2
+0.5
−0.6) × 10
20 cm−3. The fit quality,
with χ2ν of 1.10 (2437 dof), was slightly poorer than with
the low-density reflionx version (χ2ν = 1.04), as shown
in the bottom right panel of Figure 4. There are several
noticeable changes associated with the high-density re-
flection model fit. (1) Similar to the application of the
high density reflection models to BH binary GX 339−4
(Jiang et al. 2019), we found that the contribution of the
thermal disk component was greatly suppressed, likely
because of the enhanced free-free emission in the low en-
ergy band, which is a consequence of the high electron
density. As a result of the negligible contribution of the
diskbb component, its flux normalization was not well
constrained; thus, we obtained only an upper limit. (2)
We found that the best-fit BH spin and inner disk radius
are: a∗ = 0.92
+0.05
−0.07 and Rin = 4.1
+0.8
−1.0 RISCO, respec-
tively. These values were determined mostly from fitting
the broad Fe lines and edges at E ∼5–10 keV. The error
bars are purely statistical and calculated by the MCMC
algorithm described in §3.3. (3) As a consistency check,
we derived the photo-ionization radius from the best-fit
ξ, ne and the bolometric luminosity (0.01-200 keV) for
the Comptonization plus reflection model components as
the illuminating source (L = 5×1037 erg s−1). We found
Rion = (
L
neξ
)1/2 ≈ 100 [km]. This is comparable to the
inner disk radius (Rin = 4.1RISCO = 120 [km], using the
best-fit BH spin value and assuming 10M⊙ BH mass) ob-
tained from relconv. (4) Small residuals are still present
at E ∼ 6.6 keV. We attribute them to the fact that the
reflionx_hd model uses AFe fixed to 1. The residuals
may indicate that Fe abundance is higher than AFe = 1.
Based on the size of the residuals and relative contribu-
tion of the reflection model, we estimate that increasing
AFe by ∼ 20% would fit the residuals if the reflionx_hd
model implements Fe abundance variations in the future.
Alternately, these Fe line residuals, which manifest in a
comparatively narrow line, may be the result of addi-
tional disk reflection not modeled by the highly ionized
reflionx_hd component. This would be consistent with
irradiation of the less-ionized, more distant outer part of
the disk, as modeled for Cygnus X-1 by Tomsick et al.
(2018).
We then attempted to fit the spectra with the relxill
reflection models. With the default density of 1015 cm−3,
the best fit Fe abundance for the diskbb+relxillCp
model reached the maximum value of AFe = 10. Sim-
ilar to the T15 spectra, increasing the disk density to
≈ 1019 cm−3 did not reduce the Fe abundance. Fixing
AFe to a value between 1 and 3 led to a poor spectral
fit with χ2ν > 1.3. It is unclear why the high density
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Figure 4. 3–79 keV unfolded NuSTAR spectra of T37 fit with a power-law model (top left), diskbb+powerlaw+gaussian (top right),
diskbb+nthcomp+relconv*reflionx (bottom left) and diskbb+nthcomp+relconv*reflionx hd model (bottom right). In each panel, the
residuals (data – model) are shown on the bottom.
relxillmodel does not reduce AFe as reflionx_hd did.
Investigating the discrepancy between the reflionx and
relxill models is beyond the scope of this paper, and
analyzing other BH transients with some known param-
eters (e.g., BH mass) is more appropriate for such a com-
parative study.
In summary, we consider the
diskbb+nthcomp+relconv*reflionx_hd model to
yield the most plausible results, since the higher accre-
tion disk density obliviates the need of the extremely
high Fe abundance measured by the reflionx model.
This model fit results in a high BH spin of a∗ = 0.92
+0.05
−0.07.
In contrast to T15, the large Rin value is consistent
with T37 being in the low/hard state (during which the
inner edge of the accretion disk is usually located at a
large distance from the central BH) when the NuSTAR
observation was performed near the peak of the X-ray
lightcurve shown in the right panel of Figure 1.
4. TIMING ANALYSIS
We extensively utilized the novel X-ray timing anal-
ysis software Stingray (Huppenkothen et al. 2016) and
followed the NuSTAR timing analysis of Bachetti et al.
(2015) and Huppenkothen et al. (2017) for generating,
fitting, and simulating power density spectra and co-
spectra of the two transients. A co-spectrum represents
the real part of the cross-spectrum (i.e., the Fourier
transform of module A time-series data multiplied by
the complex conjugate of the Fourier transform of mod-
ule B time series data) and can be used to mitigate
instrumental effects caused by the detector dead time
(Bachetti et al. 2015). After applying the barycentric
correction to photon event files using the NuSTAR clock
file, we extracted source photons from a r = 30′′ circular
region around each transient using extractor in FTools.
Similar to the spectral analysis, these extraction regions
are chosen to maximize the signal-to-noise ratios by re-
ducing the background contamination from the nearby
X-ray transient AX J1745.6−2901 (for T15) or T15 (for
T37). Figure 5 shows NuSTAR 3–79 keV lightcurves of
the two transients after binning by 100 sec. The T15 and
T37 lightcurves show ∼5% and ∼6% variability, respec-
tively, during the NuSTAR observations. The source
variability is not caused by the background, whose con-
tribution is less than 1% of the total counts extracted
from the r = 30′′ circle around the source. We did not
find any type I X-ray bursts in the source lightcurves.
4.1. Power density spectra and co-spectra
To produce a power density spectrum (PDS) and its
variations, we used HENDRICS library in the Stingray
software package. HENDRICS has been specifically de-
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Table 3
Spectral fitting results of T37
Parameter diskbb+powerlaw+gauss diskbb+nthcomp+relconv*reflionx diskbb+nthcomp+relconv*reflionx hda
NH [10
22 cm−2] 12.3± 0.4 11.9+0.5
−0.6 12.0 ± 0.5
Γ 1.510± 0.005 1.59± 0.01 1.592+0.002
−0.013
kTin [keV] 1.41± 0.05 0.46
+0.15
−0.04 0.20
+0.02
−0.01
Ndiskbb 2.7
+0.9
−0.6 400
+700
−200 < 5.2× 10
6b
Npl or Nnthcomp 0.17± 0.004 0.17
+0.03
−0.01 0.181
+0.002
−0.003
Eline [keV] 6.45± 0.02 - -
σline [keV] 0.51± 0.03 - -
EWline [keV] 0.18 - -
Rin (RISCO) - 3.9
+1.0
−0.9 4.1
+1.0
−0.8
BH spin a∗ - 0.98
+0.02
−0.04 0.92
+0.05
−0.07
Inclination angle [◦] - 28± 2 21+2
−3
Ionization parameter log(ξ) - 2.71+0.02
−0.01 2.76± 0.06
Electron density ne [cm−3] - - (7.2
+0.5
−0.6) × 10
20
AFe - 6.7± 1.3 1 (frozen)
Funabs (3–79 keV) 3.8× 10
−9 3.69× 10−9 4.1× 10−9
χ2
ν
(dof) 1.09 (2439) 1.04 (2437) 1.10 (2437)
Note. — All models were multiplied by const*tbabs*dust. All errors are quoted for 90% confidence level. The given fluxes are in
units of erg cm−2 s−1.
a The reflionx hd model assumes AFe = 1.
b We obtained an upper limit on the diskbb model component whose contribution is negligible in the NuSTAR energy band as shown
in the bottom right panel of Figure 4.
veloped for NuSTAR timing analysis (Bachetti 2015) to
take into account dead time effects and observation gaps.
When the deadtime effects are severe at high count rates
(usually above ∼ 100 ct s−1), it produces wave-like fea-
tures in the white noise. Such an artifact due to the dead-
time can mimic QPO-like signals. Given that NuSTAR
3–79 keV count rates per module are ∼ 6 ct s−1 for T15
and ∼ 13 ct s−1 for T37, we estimate the deadtime effect
is only at a few percent level based on the product of
the NuSTAR readout time τd ∼ 2.5 msec and the count
rate (Bachetti 2015). Nevertheless, in order to search for
QPO signals, we generated co-spectra, whose white noise
level is zero even if the NuSTAR timing data are affected
by the dead time (Bachetti 2015).
The final PDS and co-spectrum are the average of
PDS and cospectra calculated in 512-s intervals fully con-
tained inside good time intervals (GTIs). We binned the
source lightcurves with a constant bin size ∆T = 0.01 s
and generated PDS in different energy bands. Following
Bachetti et al. (2015), a safe interval of 200 seconds sub-
tracted from the start and end of each GTI was applied to
remove high background contamination due to the SAA
radiation belt. HENDRICS automatically discards in-
tervals partly or completely outside GTIs to minimize
the spurious frequencies that would be produced by data
gaps. For completeness, we applied different safe inter-
vals and time bin sizes for generating PDS. We found no
significant differences between them. We analyzed PDS
in the full 3–79 keV band as well as in three divided bands
(3–6, 6–10 and 10–79 keV) roughly corresponding to the
thermal disk, broad Fe lines and Comptonization com-
ponents as discussed in §3. For a pulsation search, we
calculated PDS with smaller time bin size using the in-
terbinning method (Ransom et al. 2002). No pulsation
above the 3-σ level was found in the PDS down to 10
msec.
In Figure 6, we present NuSTAR 3–79 keV PDS of
the two transients in the frequency band ν = 0.001–
50 Hz, using the rms normalization. In the plots, we
applied geometrical binning to the PDS, by a factor of
1.1 (T15) and 1.03 (T37), to illustrate the broad-band
spectral shapes. Above ∼ 20 Hz, small deviations be-
tween the module A and B PDS are seen due to the
dead-time effect. Note that the PDS in the sub-divided
energy bands (3–6, 6–10 and 10–79 keV) are nearly iden-
tical to those in the full energy band. Since the white
noise level is subtracted from the PDS in the rms nor-
malization, any positive residuals in PDS represent either
red noise or QPOs due to non-Poissonian time variability,
both of which are often observed in X-ray transients.
It is evident that the T15 PDS are nearly flat with
a slight elevation toward the lower frequency, whereas
the T37 PDS show a prominent red noise component be-
low ν ∼ 10 Hz (Figure 6). While the lack of strong red
noise in the T15 PDS is often seen in the intermediate
and soft/high state of X-ray transients, the flat top con-
tinuum of T37 PDS in the lower frequency band is a
common feature in the low/hard states of BH and NS
transients (van der Klis 1995; Belloni 2010). Following
Bachetti et al. (2015), we calculated the fractional rms
for T37 as (32 ± 2)%, after accounting for deadtime ef-
fects.
To characterize the T37 PDS better, we first fit its co-
spectrum, where any artifacts associated with the dead-
time effects are removed, and roughly constrained the
model parameters. We adopted these model parame-
ters as an initial guess to fit the PDS, then yielded
the best-fit parameters using the maximum likelihood
method assuming a Gaussian Log Likelihood. Cur-
rently, the proper statistical tests for co-spectra, as
presented by Huppenkothen & Bachetti (2018), have
not been implemented in the Stingray software, but
given the large number of averaged power spectra, a
Gaussian Likelihood is an adequate approximation for
the purpose of characterizing the overall PDS. See
Huppenkothen & Bachetti (2018) for details. We find
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Figure 5. 3–79 keV NuSTAR lightcurves of T15 (top) and T37 (bottom) during the NuSTAR observations on 2016 Feb 11 and 2016 May
28, respectively. We binned the lightcurves by 100 sec. In each figure, we show lightcurves in unit of count s−1 for module A (blue) and B
(orange), respectively. A dip-like feature at T ∼ 7.8 × 104 [sec] was determined to be an instrumental artifact as it was also observed in
the background lightcurve.
that the T37 PDS fit well to a model with three
Lorentzian functions at ν1 = 0.0, ν2 = 0.1 and ν3 =
4.7 Hz (left panel in Figure 7). The presence of mul-
tiple Lorentzian components in the PDS is consistent
with those of BH transients in the low/hard state or
NS-LMXB atoll sources in the island state (Belloni
2010; van der Klis 1995). The decreasing power above
∼ 10 Hz, as is evident from the highest Lorentzian cut-
off frequency at ∼ 5 Hz, is a common feature for BH
transients in the low/hard state (Sunyaev & Revnivtsev
2000).
In addition, there seems to be an additional QPO-like
feature at ν ∼ 50 mHz. Fitting a Lorentzian model to the
line feature yields the line centroid at νC = 52 mHz with
a width ∆ = 64 mHz. The quality factor Q = νC/∆ ≈ 1
is too small for a typical QPO signal in X-ray transients.
Usually, Q < 2 suggests peaked noise (van der Klis
2004). Nevertheless, in order to evaluate the signifi-
cance of the QPO-like signal, we applied the bootstrap-
ping method and empirically determined contour levels
of any potential signals in the 0.001–50 Hz band. We
repeatedly simulated PDS from the best-fit 3-Lorentzian
model and evaluated the likelihood ratio of fitting an
additional (4th) Lorentzian line component in the sim-
ulated PDS. The right panel of Figure 7 shows the T37
PDS with 2-σ contours for an additional line component.
Our simulation results yield only weak evidence for the
low-frequency QPO at ν ∼50 mHz at ∼ 2-σ level. There-
fore, we conclude that there is no significant detection of
a QPO signal from T37.
5. CHANDRA ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSIENTS DURING
THE OUTBURSTS AND IN QUIESCENCE
In this section, we present Chandra analysis of T37
during the 2016 outburst and put constraints on quies-
cent X-ray fluxes of the two transients.
5.1. Transient 37 observations
While Corrales et al. (2017) studied the dust scattering
halo from T15 using the Chandra observations in Febru-
ary 2016, there has been no publication on the two Chan-
dra observations of T37 in July 2016. We investigated the
Chandra observations of T37 in July 2016 to character-
ize its spectral state when the outburst flux was declin-
ing. We analyzed two Chandra observations of T37 on
2016 July 12 and 18, 45 and 51 days after the beginning
of the X-ray outburst, respectively. These observations
occurred over a month after the NuSTAR observations
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Figure 6. NuSTAR PDS of T15 (left) and T37 (right) in the 3–79 keV band. Module A and B PDS are shown in blue and orange,
respectively. All PDS were generated using the rms normalization. To illustrate the overall shapes better, we rebinned the PDS of T15
and T37 geometrically by a factor of 1.1 and 1.03, respectively.
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Figure 7. NuSTAR 3–79 keV PDS of T37 (left). The PDS is fit to a three Lorentzian model with ν1 = 0.0, ν2 = 0.1 and ν3 = 4.7 Hz.
The residuals (data–model) are shown on the bottom panel. In the right panel, the same PDS is plotted with the pink contours for 2-σ
confidence level. The statistical significance of a QPO-like feature at ∼ 0.05 Hz, as indicated by an arrow, is weak at ∼ 2-σ level.
and showed a significant flux decrease compared to the
NuSTAR data, and were therefore fit separately. We
used dmextract to extract ACIS source photons from a
r = 3′′ circular region and generated response files using
CIAO 4.9. Background spectra were extracted from two
circular regions with r = 9′′ and 13′′ respectively. The
extraction radius was adopted to collect X-ray photons
scattered from the source position.
First, we fit several models (e.g., absorbed power-law
model) to the individual Chandra spectra separately and
found that the model shape parameters are consistent
with each other within statistical errors. Hence, we fit
the two Chandra spectra jointly by allowing the flux
normalization to vary between them. Jointly fitting
the spectra to an absorbed power-law model yields the
best-fit photon index of Γ = 1.67 ± 0.09 for χ2ν = 0.915
(248 dof). The 2–8 keV unabsorbed flux is 7.1 × 10−12
and 2.2 × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 for the July 12 and 18
observations, corresponding to LX = 5.5 × 10
34 and
1.7 × 1034 erg s−1, respectively. An absorbed diskbb
model yields a good fit (χ2ν = 0.947 for 248 dof) and
disk temperature kT = 3.3 ± 0.2 keV. The best-fit disk
temperature is too high compared to the typical range of
X-ray transients (kT <∼ 1 keV), especially in the low/hard
state, as evidenced by the photon index and the Swift
light curve (Remillard & McClintock 2006). Although
an absorbed blackbody model yields kT = 1.73 ± 0.05
keV for χ2ν = 1.03 (248 dof), the best-fit NH is too low
at (5.6± 0.3)× 1022 cm−2. Therefore, we conclude that
the power-law model is most plausible for representing
the Chandra ACIS spectra.
5.2. Upper limits on quiescent X-ray luminosity of the
2016 transients
We attempt to constrain quiescent states of the two
transients using the archived Chandra observations prior
to the X-ray outbursts. Neither T15 nor T37 are regis-
tered in the Chandra source catalogs (Muno et al. 2009;
Zhu et al. 2018), and no detection has been reported be-
fore these outbursts. In order to constrain their quiescent
X-ray spectra, we analyzed 45 archived Chandra ACIS-
I observations of the GC that preceded the X-ray out-
bursts. We used ACIS Extract (AE) software for spec-
tral analysis (Broos et al. 2010). We extracted source
photons from a region encompassing 90% of the local
point spread function (typically ∼ 1′′) around the Chan-
dra positions of the two transients. Background spec-
tra were extracted from an annular region centered on
the source with a background-to-source region area ra-
tio nominally set to 5, avoiding nearby point sources.
Response matrices and effective area files were also pro-
duced for each observation by AE. More details can be
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found in Hailey et al. (2018).
As a result, we did not detect quiescent X-ray emission
of the transients since their 2-8 keV ACIS-I net counts re-
sulted in negative values. Assuming an absorbed power-
law spectrum with NH = 1.7 × 10
23 cm−2 and Γ = 2.0
(typical to quiescent BH-LMXB spectra; Plotkin et al.
2013), we obtained 90% C.L. upper limits on their 2–8
keV fluxes at 2.2 × 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 and 2.0 × 10−15
erg cm−2 s−1, corresponding to LX < 1.7 × 10
31 and
1.6 × 1031 erg s−1 for T15 and T37, respectively. Note
that the upper limit for T15 flux is comparable to LX <
5 × 1031 erg s−1 (0.5–10 keV) obtained by Ponti et al.
(2016b) who analyzed ACIS-I observation data from 1999
to 2011.
6. DISCUSSION
Below we summarize the results of our analysis of the
NuSTAR, Chandra and Swift observations of the two
transients in 2016. Some of their X-ray spectral and
timing properties favor the BH-LMXB scenario.
• X-ray spectral models: Broadband 3–79 keV
NuSTAR spectra of the two transients are com-
posed of kT <∼ 1 keV thermal disk emission, an
X-ray reflection component with relativistically
broadened Fe lines, and a power-law like contin-
uum due to Comptonization in hot coronae. These
features are typical of outbursting BH and NS
binaries. We conclude that a combination of
relconv and reflionx_hd components for mod-
eling X-ray reflection is more plausible given that
they yield reasonable fits with lower Fe abundance
at AFe = 1. For both transients, we found that the
relxill model and its variations (e.g., relxillD
for a high-density accretion disk case) fit to ex-
tremely high Fe abundance values above AFe ∼ 6.
In the relconv*reflionx_hd model, we tailored
the disk density fit so that the photo-ionization ra-
dius (which was derived from the best-fit ioniza-
tion parameter and accretion disk density of the
reflionx_hd model) is comparable to or larger
than the inner disk radius determined from the
relativistic convolution model. It would be use-
ful to perform a systematic study that compares
the reflionx and relxill models on other BH
transients with some known parameters (e.g., BH
mass).
• BH spin measurements:
These 2016 observations offer the first spin mea-
surements of a BH transient within 100 pc of
the GC that utilize broad-band X-ray reflection
spectroscopy with NuSTAR. A fast spinning BH
(with a∗ >∼ 0.8) is consistent with the broadened
Fe atomic features. The high spin values suggest
that the transients contain BHs, since a∗ ∼ 0.7 for a
maximally rotating NS (this value was theoretically
predicted based on various nuclear equations of
state), and is much smaller for observed accreting
NS (Cook et al. 1994; Miller & Miller 2015). For
example, a∗ = 0.15 for the NS-LMXB 4U 1728−34,
which has a 2.75 [msec] spin period, assuming that
its NS mass is 1.4 M⊙ (Sleator et al. 2016). Much
like some BH transients in the solar neighborhood
(e.g., Cyg X-1, 4U 1630−472, GRO J1655−40; see
Reynolds et al. (2016) and Middleton (2016) for a
compilation of previous BH spin measurements of
X-ray binaries), the two Swift transients in 2016
also show high BH spin values in the range of
a∗ ∼ 0.84−0.97. These values are close to the theo-
retical upper limits on BH spin due to the radiation
effects (a∗ = 0.998; Thorne 1974) and magnetic
fields in accretion disks (a∗ ∼ 0.9; Gammie et al.
2004; Krolik et al. 2005).
• Bolometric luminosity: The 3–79 keV luminosity,
measured by NuSTAR, is 8.4 × 1036 and 2.8 ×
1037 erg s−1 for T15 and T37, respectively, well
above the luminosity range (∼ 1036 erg s−1) of very
faint X-ray transients (King & Wijnands 2006).
Note that the X-ray luminosity for T37 occurs near
the peak of the 2-10 keV Swift X-ray lightcurve
(the right panel in Figure 1). However, T15 may
have been brighter between November 2015 and
February 2016, when the GC was not observable
by X-ray telescopes, than during the NuSTAR ob-
servation. Following Vahdat Motlagh et al. (2019),
we calculated the bolometric luminosities in the
0.01–200 keV band by correcting for the inclina-
tion angle effect on the thermal disk component.
The bolometric luminosities (Lbol) are 2.1 × 10
37
and 5.3 × 1037 erg s−1 for T15 and T37, respec-
tively. Accordingly, their Lbol/LEdd ratios are
1.7% (T15) and 4.2% (T37), where LEdd is the
Eddington luminosity, assuming that they contain
a 10M⊙ BH. These values are within the range
of Lbol/LEdd at transition between the hard and
soft states (Maccarone 2003; Kalemci et al. 2013;
Vahdat Motlagh et al. 2019). The boundary be-
tween the hard and soft states, based solely on
Lbol/LEdd, has lately become more ambiguous -
for example, some BH transients remained in the
soft state when Lbol/LEdd ∼ 0.03% (Tomsick et al.
2014), which is much lower than the typical range
for the soft state. Hence, we used the spectral
and timing properties (e.g. power-law photon in-
dex and fast variability) to determine the spectral
states of the transients, as discussed below.
• Quiescent X-ray emission: We found no quies-
cent Chandra counterpart or previous X-ray out-
bursts at the positions of the two transients. Iden-
tification of their IR counterparts is ambiguous,
as multiple IR sources within the Chandra er-
ror circles did not show time variability during
the X-ray outburst of T15 (Ponti et al. 2016b).
However, the X-ray variability and spectral evolu-
tion indicate that the transients are likely LMXBs
(Ponti et al. 2016b). Our analysis of the Chan-
dra ACIS-I and ACIS-S observations preceding the
2016 outbursts determined that their quiescent X-
ray luminosities are <∼ 2 × 10
31 erg s−1. The
faintness of their quiescent states is more consis-
tent with BH-LMXBs, as Garcia et al. (2001) and
Armas Padilla et al. (2014) found that NS-LMXBs
are generally brighter (LX >∼ 10
32 erg s−1) than
BH-LMXBs in quiescent states, although some of
the soft X-ray emission from quiescent NS-LMXBs
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may be due to thermal emission from the NS sur-
face.
• Timing analysis: No pulsations or type I X-ray
bursts have been detected from these sources dur-
ing the NuSTAR, Swift and Chandra observations.
The non-detection of these NS-LMXB signatures
supports the BH-LMXB scenario.
• T15: The X-ray spectra of T15 are characterized by
a soft continuum spectrum with Γ ≈ 2, a more sig-
nificant thermal disk component than T37, a small
inner disk radius of Rin ∼ RISCO, and a low vari-
ability level in the NuSTAR PDS. These features
indicate that T15 was in the soft state during the
NuSTAR observation (Muñoz-Darias et al. 2011).
This is also supported by the XMM-Newton obser-
vation (Ponti et al. 2016b) and the time evolution
of T15 as shown in the Swift/XRT light curve (Fig-
ure 1), which suggests increasing and near-peak
flux. The blackbody component (which suggests
a NS binary) is not required to fit the NuSTAR +
Swift spectra with our physically motivated mod-
els, and we conclude that its presence in prelimi-
nary fitting is an artifact of applying a simple, phe-
nomenological model with a single gaussian com-
ponent fitted to the complex Fe atomic features
at E ∼5–10 keV. Tomsick et al. (2018) also found
a blackbody component with higher temperature
than the inner disk temperature in the NuSTAR
spectra of BH-HMXB Cygnus X-1 during the in-
termediate state. Our 3–79 keV NuSTAR spec-
tral analysis suggests a high inclination angle of
i ≈ 65◦. The lack of Fe absorption lines in the
XMM-Newton data (Ponti et al. 2016b) or dips in
the X-ray lightcurves could be due to the fact that
the source is not inclined highly enough (i >∼ 70
◦).
• T37: T37 was observed by NuSTAR within ∼ 2
weeks after the first detection by Swift/XRT. The
hard photon index of Γ ≈ 1.6, in addition to
the subdominant or negligible thermal disk com-
ponent and the larger Rin >∼ 3RISCO, suggests that
the source was in the low/hard state during the
NuSTAR observation. In contrast to T15, the
smaller inclination angle (i ∼ 25◦) results in more
prominent Fe emission features in the NuSTAR
spectra, as the source is in a more face-on orien-
tation. The T37 PDS fit to three broad Lorentzian
profiles with an rms level of ∼ 30%, and showed
declining variability above ν ∼ 10 Hz. These fea-
tures are typically observed in BH transients in the
low/hard state (Sunyaev & Revnivtsev 2000). A
potential QPO signal at ν ∼ 50 mHz was detected
at a ∼ 2-σ level, and thus is not statistically signif-
icant.
The follow-up ToO observations of the Swift tran-
sients in 2016 demonstrated that broad-band X-ray data
(with NuSTAR) and precise source localization (with
Chandra) are important for characterizing the spectral
states/parameters and inferring the nature of X-ray tran-
sients. We will continue observing X-ray transients in
the GC through the approved Chandra + NuSTAR ToO
program in the Chandra GO cycle 21, starting in the
beginning of 2020.
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